Coach’s Corner
Building from the Ground Up

By Larry Wise

W

hat are you trying to do when you nock an arrow,
raise, draw and aim? Are you trying to “hit the
X”? Trying to hit the “12 ring” or the “spot”? Most
archers have one of these goals in their conscious thinking
as they raise a bow and that presents a major pitfall.
Having a result like “hitting the X” as your shot objective
gets you focused on the future. Hitting the X is not very far
in the future but nevertheless, it is a future event and focusing on future or past events builds unnecessary mental and
muscular tension.
Really good shooters stay focused on the present while
properly executing a shot and that enables them to stay more
relaxed. Avoiding the buildup of muscle tension enables
good archers to shoot more like they do in practice. Staying
relaxed enables better archers to get the repeat performance
we are all looking for.
So what is a shot objective that keeps you focused on the
present? What objective keeps you thinking with the creative
part of your brain and not the analytical part? What objective
keeps you thinking about “feeling the process” instead of
the result? The best present-thinking and process-oriented
objective I have experienced is to execute each shot with
back tension.

UPPER BODY POSITION
If you plan to use this or some other present-thinking
objective, then you must be concerned with your ability
to internally transfer your drawing effort into your holding
effort by loading your back muscles. Therefore, you must
be concerned with getting your upper body in the best possible position for using your back muscles, namely your
rhomboids, levator scapulae and trapezius muscles, on your
drawing side. Your posture then becomes central to your
shooting form and scoring success. Proper posture is essential to using your skeleton to its best advantage, thereby
allowing most of your muscles to relax, which, in turn,
results in your steadiest aim and release.
Right now, you might be thinking that this article is all
about shot objective but it isn’t; it’s about stance. How can
you use your skeleton properly if you don’t stand properly?
How you stand affects every step of form that follows and
that makes it really important. Without proper stance, you
cannot “transfer to hold” with consistent repeatability.
The reason for discussing shot objective is this: when
you plan to shoot archery of any type, you must first find the
target. Finding the shooting stake is not enough; you must
be able to see the target so you know which direction to
face from the shooting stake. Using the same logic with your
“stance” form element, you must know your shot objective
so you can set your stance to best achieve that objective.
In fact, every one of your form elements must be evaluated by how well it enables you to execute a shot with back

tension.
You don’t build a single form element independent of
other form elements or independent of the final desired
objective. Each form element must relate to and prepare for
the next element and ultimately the final shot objective. If
it doesn’t, then why are you doing it? If a particular action
during the shot execution doesn’t promote transfer of holding to your back muscles, then it must be altered so it does
or eliminated.

BUILDING THE HUMAN SCAFFOLD
Your customers have an intuitive understanding that
their upper body skeleton will best be served by a steady
and sturdy base. After all, most of them work on their feet
for some part of the day and without proper leg use, they
would fatigue in minutes and not complete their work. With
proper leg use, they can stand or walk for hours and effectively get their jobs done.
So what is proper leg use? Most haven’t thought much
about this and you’ll have to make it clear to them that
most of the day, they rely on their leg bones and not a lot
of muscle to hold their body up. You use just enough small
muscle groups to keep your leg bones lined up so they
support your body weight. You use your bones to build the
scaffold for your upper body and your upper body bones to
hold the force of the bow. A properly erected base scaffold
will promote sound upper body use.
Here’s a simple test to pass along to your customerstudents: stand for a few minutes with your knees slightly

Teaching stance to any archer should begin with the “T” formation. Standing with arms raised to shoulder height and eyes closed
allows your students to feel for themselves the unstable sway they
have when their feet are together. To keep their balance, they
must activate many of their leg muscles instead of relaxing most
of them.
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Spreading your feet to hip width while standing in this “T” position demonstrates how many leg muscles can be relaxed while
maintaining stability. Try this little test for yourself and you’ll
know what I mean and then be willing to pass it along to your
students.

bent. Set a timer and stand that way for just two minutes.
Tired yet? You will get the picture very quickly with this test
because standing with bent knees recruits most of your leg
muscles and within seconds, fatigue begins to set in.
How you position your leg bones is the first step to
achieving proper execution with back tension. Your customer-students have to get this part correct from the beginning or their success will be limited. Build the scaffold too
narrow and the top will teeter back and forth. Build it too
wide and it places too much stress on the angled joints
(lower back).

A: STANCE SPREAD
I teach five aspects of setting your feet to shoot
archery: spread distance, alignment angle relative to the
target, weight distribution, knee and hip extension and

Standing with both sets of toes even with the line to the target,
like this left-hander is doing, puts you in the “even” stance position. This is a good stance for beginners to use until they learn to
test their stance position with the “closed eye” test.

Try standing with bent knees for a few minutes and you’ll quickly
learn how much you rely on your leg bones to support your body
during the day. You use only enough muscle to keep your leg bones
lined up under your torso while the rest of your leg muscles relax
and yet you are able to hold a stable position. You don’t need to be
stiff legged with lots of tightened muscles.

maintaining position.
Proper foot spread is easily taught using the beginner’s
“T” body position and closed eyes. Have your student stand
with feet together, eyes closed and arms raised to form the
archer’s “T” as illustrated. (See the photo on the opening
page.) In this position, it takes only a few seconds to feel the
body swaying back and forth.
Have your student repeat the closed-eye “T” position
again. This time, after a few seconds, instruct the student to
spread his or her feet to hip width, as shown at the top of this
page. When the heels are under the shoulders, the student
should immediately feel most of the leg muscles relax and
the swaying subside. At this point, he or she can experiment

The most used stance turns your chest slightly toward or “open”
to the target. This right-hander shows how the left foot is pulled
several inches away from the line to the target to form the open
stance. Most archers find that the upper body wants to hold this
position naturally, even when they close their eyes for eight or 10
seconds.
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with different spread distances from 10 to 18 inches to find
what feels most comfortable, most stable and most relaxed.

B: STANCE ANGLE TO THE TARGET
Stance spread gives an archer the stability needed for
upper body steadiness. The second aspect of stance is body
presentation to the target. At what angle to the target do you
want your hips, chest and shoulders so that you can efficiently hold your bow and consistently aim in line with the
target center?
EVEN STANCE: The even stance aligns the feet so that
the toes are even with a line to the target. Your shoulder line
will be perpendicular to the target.
OPEN STANCE: The open stance presents more of one’s
chest to the target by setting the targetside foot a short distance from the straight
line to the target. A line across the toes
points to the left of the target for righthanders, as does the shoulder line.
CLOSED STANCE: Moving the foot
on one’s release-hand side away from
the line to the target will point the chest
slightly away from the target or “close”
it relative to the target. A line across the
toes points to the right of the target for
right-handers.
WHAT ANGLE IS CORRECT?:
Determining the angle that is most effective for a given archer is vital to his or her
success during competition. The upper
body must be calm, steady and stable over
top of the hips and feet if aiming is to be
high quality and if your student is going
to execute back tension with the highest degree of effectiveness. Your student

should not fight against the natural upper-body position
over the hips; he should find it and embrace it.
There are many techniques for finding one’s natural
upper body over-the-feet position. One simple method is
to have your student step to the target line and set his or
her stance even with the line to the target. Next, instruct the
student to relax the bow arm alongside of the body and close
his or her eyes. Finish this test by having the student turn the
head toward the target with eyes closed, pointing to where
he or she thinks the target is. After a few seconds, have the
student open his or her eyes and notice where he or she is
actually pointing.
If a right-handed archer is pointing to the right of the
target, then that archer should open his or her stance a little;

Can be assembled in approximately 5 minutes
Deep textured bark finish
No tools necessary
Durable 30 gal/225 lbs poly barrel design
Built-in funnel reduces feed waste
Heavy-Duty coated leg kit
24 available feed times

The closed stance for a right-hander is
shown here, with the right foot pulled away
from the line to the target. This turns the
chest slightly away from the target. A few
archers need this position to maintain their
natural upper body line to the target.
WWW.WILDGAMEINNOVATIONS.COM
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To test your
stance position,
you can point at
the target using
an even stance
starting position.
Close your eyes
for eight to 10
seconds, allowing your torso to
assume its natural position over
your hips and feet.
Then open your
eyes to see if you
are still pointing
to the target. If
not, adjust your
stance so you are
pointing to it.
Repeat the test
several times to
find your natural
stance.

he or she should present more of the chest to the target by
adjusting foot position. Close the student’s stance if he or
she is pointing to the left of the target after opening his or
her eyes.
Repeating this several times will help establish what’s
natural for that archer. Continue the test with the bow in
hand. Have the student raise, draw, aim and, while aiming,
close his or her eyes. After a count of eight, have the student
open his or her eyes and note any left/right drift away from
the target; up or down is not important. A closed-eye rightdrift indicates the need to open the stance slightly while a
left-drift indicates a need to close the stance a little.
When the correction is made in the archer’s stance, then
open-eye aiming can be maintained without fighting against
any natural drift. Less fighting against unseen forces will
help make aiming steadier. Note that I didn’t say “dead still”
because that is not always possible and may be an unrealistic expectation that adds muscle tension instead of keeping
it relatively relaxed.
For more advanced shooters, I have another test. Place
five target spots in a horizontal row across the target butt.
Spread them so that they are about 18 inches from the far
left to the far right spot. Set one stance position for the center
spot and begin shooting from 20 yards.
Shoot some ends left-to-right and others right-to-left.
Save the target, repeat this test for two or three days and
then examine all three targets to find which of the five spots
you are shooting the best. After my shoulder surgery a few
years ago, I thought that I would be more stable with an even
stance but this test showed me that I needed a slightly more
open stance because the spot on the far right showed the
best arrow grouping.

C: WEIGHT LOADING ON YOUR FEET
LEFT/RIGHT DISTRIBUTION: For model form like you
use for indoor shooting, I recommend distributing your
body weight equally on each foot. An archer in proper full

Place five aiming spots in a horizontal line as shown. Using an
even stance, shoot some practice ends each day for four or five
days. Shoot left-to-right sometimes and right-to-left other times.
Notice if you shoot any particular spot or spots better than others.
I found that I shot the rightmost spot better, which indicated that
I was shooting best when my torso was more open to the target.

draw position will support 50 percent of his or her body
weight on each foot unless certain physical challenges dictate otherwise.
A wheelchair-bound archer, for instance, would not be
able to do this. Instead, he or she would adjust body position
to accommodate the upper body in much the same fashion
as a standing archer. Chair height, seat type and handrail
adjustments all have to be made to build the stability need
for steady aiming.
I’m sure you have noticed some of your customers leaning away from the target at a slight angle once they reach
full draw position. In general, they place more weight on the
draw-side foot and less on the bow-side. In most cases, this
imbalance occurs during the final few inches of the draw
stroke. Standing with one foot on each of two scales will
verify this situation.
Correcting this is easy to do but several weeks of practice
will be needed to build the 50/50 weight distribution desired.
The correction begins with an uneven weight distribution,

Leaning away from the target indicates that more weight is
loaded onto the foot, away from the target. This position places
some imbalanced loads in your upper body as well and should be
avoided, as it takes extra muscle use to keep steady.
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say 60 to 70 percent on the bow-side foot, before raising the
bow and is maintained through the raise and draw steps.
Then, as the archer reaches full draw position, he or she
should equalize the body weight on each foot. Someone
looking at the archer’s backside can tell him or her if he or
she is standing with good vertical alignment and distributing
weight equally.
TOE/HEEL DISTRIBUTION: The final weight distribution consideration is the forward weight distribution on the
balls of your feet. I all too often stand with about 50 percent
of my weight on my heels and 50 percent on the front or balls
of my feet but that allows me to rock toward my backside
too easily. To compensate, I wear hiking shoes that have a
slightly higher heel than training shoes so that a little more,
say 55 percent, of my weight is forward
on my feet and only 45 percent is on
my heels.

Being weight-forward is more stable. Pitching your
upper body slightly forward to activate your toes will help
you keep your back straighter so it’s not arched. It also helps
to dampen the “rock-back” feeling. This forward alignment
is only one or two degrees and should not move more than
55 percent of your weight forward because that, too, is
unstable. Experimenting with different shoe-heel types will
lead you to a good heel height for your body type.

D: EXTENDING YOUR KNEES AND HIPS
This part is all new to 99 percent of you who choose
to read this article. Extending your knees and hip joints as
described in the following paragraphs was introduced into
the National Training System for Olympic Recurve bows in

Standing with your spine vertical will distribute equal amounts of weight on each
foot. It will also lead to a more relaxed but
more stable stance position. Note that this
student’s shoulders are level, giving optimum leverage from his back and shoulder
muscles and leading to consistent shot
execution.

Placing each foot on one of two common
scales will tell you how you distribute your
weight while shooting. Have your students
do this while you watch the scales and record
the weights on each.
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2013. It was then written into the NTS for Compounds in
2014 as the preferred method for setting your legs and hips
to maximize your upper body stability.
For your most stabile position, you should extend both
your knees and hips to their fullest. “Extension” is opening
the joint, as when you extend your elbow joint by straightening your arm. (“Bending” a joint is defined as flexing it.)
Before raising your bow, you should extend your knees
by setting your knees back. I know some people like to say to
“lock” your knees back but that causes many to tighten too
much leg muscle. Let your knees simply rock back to their
full extension without tightening a lot of muscle. This is the
first of a two step sequence.
Step two involves tilting your pelvis to extend your hip
joint to the fullest. This pelvic tilt is accomplished by tightening your butt cheeks and abdominal muscles so that your
hips rock down in back and up in front. This action extends
your hip joint to the max and, at the same time, removes the
curve from your lower back.
Setting the knees back and tilting your pelvis makes
your lower body rigid in place. Now your upper body can
be rotated over that base without the base also rotating.
Try it and you’ll feel the difference it makes. Without your
knees set back and pelvis tilted, your legs bend and twist like
Gumby when you rotate your upper body back and forth.
Setting this position just before you raise your bow and
holding it through your release is highly effective in providing aiming stability. As I said earlier, this is new, so try it
before you judge it.

E: SET AND MAINTAIN
Humans learn at different rates, as we all know but
in general, it takes a person about three weeks or 21 days
to learn a new habit. It takes only a short time for your
subconscious to establish the necessary brain function
but your muscles take a little longer to be conditioned.
Therefore, practice time with your new stance will have to
be allotted before it is fully an automatic, subconsciouscontrolled activity.
During this training and while your students are shooting an end of arrows, they must learn to maintain their
stance. That is, they must learn to set their stance once for
the end and then not move their feet again until the end is
complete. I assume that they will set it correctly on the first
try and therefore, they should not need to change foot position for the remaining shots.

Shuffling feet during an end of arrows from one shooting
position introduces unwanted and unnecessary tension and
nervousness. Maintaining one’s stance can be used to help
reduce that tension and nervousness. Trusting your stance
is a big first step to getting your self-confidence elevated and
maintained, so encourage your students to set their stance
and keep it anchored for the entire end of shooting.
There is an exception to this. When shooting the NFAA
indoor five spot target face, I often find myself wanting to
shift my stance a little to shoot the right-side spots. The five
spot target is rather wide from side to side, so you or your
students may prefer to set their stance for the center plus
left-side spots and then shift stance slightly to accommodate
the two right-side spots.

ON-COURSE ADAPTATIONS TO STANCE
To this point, we have been focused on “model form.”
That is important because you must first build the model you
need when conditions are ideal and then and only then is it
prudent to build form for conditions that are not ideal. You
will always compare your altered form to what form works
best and if you don’t have that model, you’re just blindly
guessing at what to do.
The biggest question your students will have is “What
do I do for uphill targets?” I know that shooting uphill is my
biggest weakness and my stance is a big part of that. I’m sure
it’s the same for most of the pro shooters I know.
Most uphill shots have a poor place to stand, since the
ground at the shooting stake is probably also uphill. I recommend that you keep your heels close together so they are
nearly the same height and therefore can hold nearly equal
amounts of your body weight. Understand that this makes
you a little more likely to teeter back and forth but in this
case, conditions are not perfect and this, for most, will be the
best compromise.
With heels together and weight distributed equally
on your feet, you can at least maintain your upper body
integrity; you can keep your “power unit” together and use
back tension effectively. Keep the “back tension” objective
in mind as you make compromises to model form and you
will be able to get consistent results. Understand that you
may not get as good of a result as you would under ideal
conditions but you can at least be consistent with disciplined stance.
Downhill shots are not
nearly as difficult for me
Standing vertically or
placing about 55 percent
of your weight forward
on your feet will be most
stable for the large majority of archers. Shooting in
hiking or work shoes that
have slightly higher heels
will be enough to tip your
weight forward and avoid
the “tipping backwards”
feeling that I sometimes
get while shooting in tennis shoes.
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but I still put my heels together if the ground is uneven at the
shooting stake. I’m sure that with my heels together, I can
bend more easily at the waist and that helps get my upper
body in good position relative to the target.
This downhill situation relates closely to shooting out
of a treestand. In that case, your feet are close together and
you must bend a little at the waist to make a good, consistent
shot. Maybe your knees will shake a little. In any event, keep
your upper body power unit – your back, head and shoulders – intact and you’ll get consistent results.
Sidehill shots offer a different set of conditions from the
straight up- or downhill shot. Usually, your toes are either
pointed uphill or downhill. I hate when my toes point uphill;
I feel like I’m falling backwards off a mountain cliff. Toes
downhill don’t seem to bother me since
I can see what’s in front of me and know
I’m not falling over.
In any event, I have to deal with the
terrain in some way. Keep your feet spread
if you can and dig out some ground with
your toe or heel to get the surface closer
to horizontal. Before you raise your bow,
prepare yourself by leaning slightly into
the hill. Lean beyond vertical so that by
the time you get to full draw, you will
be vertical. If your toes are uphill, then
put more weight forward on your feet. If
your toes are downhill, then keep more
weight on your heels so the slope doesn’t
pull your upper body downhill while you
are aiming.
As a right-handed shooter, my toughest shot is an uphill target where the
ground is sloped down and to the left.
This puts my toes uphill and my heels
together. I have to fight the “teetering”
effect of my heels being close and gravity
pulling me over backwards.
The only way to get good at this is to
train for it by practice shooting on this
kind of difficult terrain. Finding a location
that offers an uphill practice lane will help
you prepare for this difficult shot. Placing
a target butt at the top and bottom of a
hill will give you an even wider variety
of practice.
You have to condition your feet and
legs so they can maintain balance while
aiming up and down hills and standing
with your feet together. If you want to
become an elite field and 3-D archer, you
have to undertake a full lower body workout routine.

so getting it right from the beginning is vital to every archer’s
success.
Pay close attention to how you teach the stance elements of spread, angle, left/right weight distribution, forward weighting and joint extension. If you stress the importance of these aspects, then your students/customers will
also make them important and succeed because of them.
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry
Editor’s Note: Larry’s latest book, “Larry Wise on
Coaching Archery,” is now available. This book is a compilation of over 25 ArrowTrade Magazine articles that Larry has
written and it can be purchased at www.larrywise.com or
through Archery Focus, an online magazine.

CONCLUSION
An archer’s stance is the first element
of an interrelated system of shooting form
steps. Every step that follows depends on
the stability that is created by that stance,
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